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Meeting Notes 
Master Plan of Aligned Use and Water Management at the Hiawatha Golf Course 
Property, a part of Nokomis-Hiawatha Regional Park 

Community Advisory Committee (CAC) Meeting #5 

March 7, 2019 – 6:00pm to 8:00pm 

Powderhorn Park Recreation Center 

Meeting Goal: Present three concept alternatives and gather preliminary input from 
the CAC and members of the public. 

1. Welcome, Introductions, and Review of CAC Charge 

David Kaplan, Chairperson, welcomed everyone and began the meeting at 6:00 pm greeting the CAC 
members. The members of the CAC were asked to introduce themselves. Members in attendance: Sean 
Connaughty, Tim Clemens, Teresa Engstrom, Matt Hilgart, David Kaplan, Sean Keir, Kathryn Kelly, 
Craig Nichols, Tara Olds, Anne Painter, Chakra Sankaraiah, Nathan Shepherd, Joan Soholt and 
Roxanne Stuhr. Members absent: Damon LeFlore, William Means, Sheila Terryll and Duane Whittaker. 
MPRB staff present: Tyler Pederson. MPRB staff present in the audience: Joe Green and Vanessa 
Dikuyama-Zapata. Consultants present: Kari Haug, Kari Haug Planning and Design; Jen Koehler, Barr 
Engineering; Andy Mitton and Todd Bronk, Berger Partnership. MPRB Commissioners present in the 
audience: Commissioners Steffanie Musich and Londel French. State Elected Officials present in the 
audience: Senator Patricia Torres Ray (DFL) District 63. 

David Kaplan reviewed the Ground Rules and Charge of the Community Advisory Committee. He 
requested that CAC members hold their questions until after the presentations, and reminded audience 
members that there would be an opportunity for public comment at the end of the meeting. 

Tyler Pederson reviewed the master planning process and future meeting timeline.  

2. Community Engagement 

Tyler reported on the Lake Hiawatha Focus Session on Indigenous People’s history put on by Dakota 
members on January 9. There was a lot of good storytelling, background and conversation. The Native 
American community is present and active today, not just a part of history. Some of the quotes created 
from the transcript of the session are shown in the PowerPoint (PPT) presentation. Attendees were able 
to sample three different types of water at the water bar. 

The working vision statement developed by the planning team has been further refined with feedback 
offered by CAC members and members of the public following CAC Meeting #4. The working vision 
statement now reads: 

 

https://www.minneapolisparks.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/hgcpmp_cac5_presentation.pdf
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“A unique destination providing a welcoming and equitable park experience for both the 
surrounding community and regional park users that is ecologically responsible, 
addresses water management needs, and respectful of the site’s natural and cultural 
history. Park development will have a long-term focus for year-round passive and active 
recreation, where golf and other recreation will interface with ecology and art to provide 
for a flood-resilient design that is accessible, connected, and celebrates the spirit of 
Minneapolis.” 

The working vision statement reflects the different themes heard by the planning team when they were 
initially developing the vision: Natural Resources, Community & Equity, Recreation and Connectivity & 
Circulation. Tyler reviewed the goals under each of the themes. [PPT] 

3. Presentation  

Prior to presentation of the three Hiawatha Golf Course Area Master Plan design concepts, Jen Koehler 
noted that all of the concepts were built around the context of water management needs at the site. The 
footprint of the water that the site is built around is the need to reduce the pumping. With the resolution 
originally passed by the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board (MPRB) in 2017, as amended in 2018, the 
intent is to pursue a reduced pumping scenario as conceptualized in Alternative B (a 70% reduction under 
average water level conditions) and at a minimum, a flood-resilient and ecologically-driven nine-hole 
configuration for a golf course on the property.  

Several goals have been identified for achieving water management goals, including reducing pumping, 
improving water quality, diverting the storm sewer on the northwest side to reduce flooding and manage 
trash, balancing floodplain storage, improving ecological function and protecting wildlife habitat, and 
looking at alternative uses of pumped water. All of these concepts provide the opportunity to address all 
of these goals, and Concept 3 adds the possibility of re-meandering Minnehaha Creek.  

[At this point two CAC members expressed concerns about the accuracy of Jen’s statements about 
pumping and flooding. Tyler reminded them that the planning team was adhering to guidelines set forth 
in Alternative B, and David suggested that they raise their concerns with MPRB Commissioners if they 
felt the design team was not following the intent of the resolution. 

Jen reminded the audience that Hiawatha Golf Course, regardless of how it changes, is still and will 
always be a part of Minnehaha Creek’s floodplain. During a 100-year event (1% chance) the golf course 
will be entirely flooded. The golf course will remain protected to the 10-year (10% chance) event with the 
existing berm, and the changes in the concepts will improve the drainage and wet playing conditions. 
Critical features in golf that are more susceptible to flooding will be at higher elevations and will not be 
as impacted should the area flood. Additional flood storage areas will be located within low areas of the 
golf course, but they will be targeted in ecological restoration areas that can handle wetter conditions, 
or fairways that are able to recover more quickly. Drainage via gravity pipes will mean that pumping is 
not required to manage the runoff.  

All of the concepts are designed to improve ecological function in varying degrees. Looking at pumped 
water as a resource, under average conditions the average pumping rate is about 94 million gallons per 
year. That water can be used for things like golf course irrigation, snow making for cross-country skiing, 
ice skating rinks, a fish hatchery, and expanded clubhouse heating and cooling. 
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Before Andy introduced the three design alternatives, he stated that the goal was not to provide approval 
of a specific plan but to begin to look at some high-level thoughts on how Hiawatha Golf Course could be 
reimagined with the vision, guiding principles and water management strategies. The concepts will show 
what they look like on the site, how the golf course will function, and what recreational amenities will be 
provided. He invited CAC members to make notes on the packet provided for their questions and other 
input about how these concepts address the guiding principles, and to share their thoughts following the 
presentation or after the meeting. An online survey will be available for input from the general public, 
and the concepts and presentation have been posted on the website. 

Although a lot of analysis has already been done, future planning efforts as this moves forward will 
require more study and more design. Nothing being presented today is set in stone. Components of each 
concept will be used to develop a preferred plan that will be presented at the next CAC meeting, so input 
following CAC #5 will be important in determining what moves forward. Andy also reiterated that the 
four categories under the guiding principles will be broken down into layers so how they impact the site 
can be easily seen and understood.  

Each of the three concepts has a title that differentiates it from the others. They all contain components 
that are the same or similar: stormwater diversion, Minnehaha Creek entry point, better neighborhood 
connections, and existing water access points and beach. All of the schemes will utilize the existing 
regional trail connection, and will look to make improvements at the crossing at the Parkway which has 
been identified as an issue in the existing Master Plan. As mentioned by Jen, all will look at some type of 
groundwater pumping to protect the adjacent homes and residences as this continues to move forward. 
An important component of building these schemes was looking at the water footprint, how we can build 
recreation and water together, and fit the other layers of circulation, ecology, community and equity into 
that.  

By breaking down the existing berm and equalizing the water level, the new open water footprint is 
represented on the maps in darker blue, and the lighter blue areas represent flood storage or water 
fluctuation. Because this site is in the flood plain we know we have to keep that compensatory flood 
storage volume in all of the schemes. [For details on each concept, including the layering and photos 
showing examples—many of which were provided by members of the public—please see the PPT 
presentation on the website.] 

Concept 1: Expanding Opportunities – Key Features 
• Golf: Four practice/challenge holes, skill development area, aqua driving range using floating 

balls and aqua driving range support building; engage new technologies. [Strong vocal 
opposition to this 4-hole concept from CAC members and members of the public disrupted the 
meeting. David reminded everyone to hold their questions and comments until the end of the 
presentation/meeting.] 

• Natural Resources: Habitat observation points and native restoration; increasing wildlife, insects 
and butterflies. Bringing in tree species heard about at Native American focus group session, like 
cedar, cottonwood, sugar maple, ash and white pine. 

• Connectivity & Circulation: Multi-use trail that circumnavigates the lake, water trail utilizing an 
existing water access point and adding a new one near Hiawatha Community Center, fishing pier, 
island access by boardwalks, soft surface trails that create other loops, golf-only trail. 
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• Recreational Opportunities: On the north passive open space that could return to native oak 
savannah prairie, new parking area adjacent to existing tennis courts, picnic shelter with 
bathroom, pickleball court, BMX pump track. On the south preserve area, modified trailhead 
with new parking area, aerial adventure course among existing oak trees, small parking area near 
maintenance facility, disc golf course, place for hammocks, indigenous/educational art, art with 
play incorporated, adventure play.  

• Community & Equity: Rebuilt clubhouse with new point-of-sale area, golf support facilities, event 
facility, restaurant, outdoor terrace overlooking lake and golf course, separate dog patio, 
expanded parking lot, enhanced existing putting green. On south side, trailhead with restroom 
and small parking lot, and enhance existing pedestrian crossing to Nokomis Community Center. 

 
Concept 2: Experience Lake Hiawatha – Key Features 
• Golf: Full 9-hole golf course, par 36 with some signature holes, separate cart paths, and 

traditional driving range. Maximizes on a lot of the opportunities that exist to create a golf course 
that is challenging yet provides something for every skill level. Good flow with water footprint 
and golf intermingling together while also providing community spaces. Holes are designed for 
normal lake levels and areas for flood storage so that in a flood the key components of the golf 
facility are up out of the flood plain and flood waters recede quickly without need for pumping. 
The footprint of the water is approximately 40 acres in addition to the lake, which is about 50 
acres. [See “Side Discussion During Presentation” at end of meeting notes.] Planning team has 
been asked to honor Black golfers who used and were welcomed to this site, and continue that 
inclusion, also adding inclusion of all skill levels and all ages. 

• Natural Resources: Stormwater management in northwest corner that will reduce trash. Existing 
trees will be preserved.  

• Connectivity & Circulation: Multi-use soft surface trails circumnavigate rather coming around 
and through the site, with minimal bridges and boardwalks. Water trail is expanded with a break 
in the existing berm. Create a new water access point closer to the clubhouse and allow for 
paddlers to stop and use the clubhouse/restaurant.  

• Recreational Opportunities: Paved trails, picnic area or shelter with open lawn, environmental 
play or educational opportunity to learn about trash in the water and other water management. 
Views for golfers and viewpoint for members of the public. Opportunities for accessible bird 
blinds and other viewpoints/experiences along trails.  

• Community & Equity: Clubhouse is renovated into community use space that would be open to 
all and include food service and an outdoor terrace with fire pits. It would be adjacent to an 
amphitheater. New clubhouse building is proposed with a pro shop and learning center with new 
indoor golf simulator technology, adjacent to an expanded parking facility and drop off area 
convenient to golf carts. New clubhouse will be designed and built with proper setbacks, and 
parking lot will be designed to mitigate its own stormwater. At the south preserve area, provide 
a restroom space with a larger covered area and an outdoor terrace with an accessible bird blind. 
Connect to a greater series of paths that go out to the soft surface nature trails around the site 
through a series of ethnobotanic/medicine gardens, which will also help activate the existing 
open lawn area on the southeast side of the site. Outdoor educational opportunities (camps or 
other programs) with Nokomis Community Center directly across the street. Existing at-grade 
pedestrian crossing would be enhanced. 
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Concept 3: Back to Nature – Key Features 
• Golf: Nine-hole, par 35 golf course, similar principles to Concept 2 but with a slightly different 

layout. Hole 7 would be a signature hole, taking a route along the old delta to an island, and offer 
a unique experience traveling to it. Bringing water closer to the new community center would 
open new vistas and views, with more vegetation. Water footprint shows flood storage areas, 
with a large one near the tiered driving range (more users, tighter footprint, with a net or screen 
around it, potentially with lights). Shares trails with other users at certain points, walking 
cart/electric hand cart only trails (no golf carts). 

• Natural Resources: Native grasses and land form to shape and sculpt the land. Wildlife 
observation points, wildflowers, oak savannah prairie. 

• Connectivity & Circulation: Large portion has wider, shared path with electric assist golf carts and 
other trail users to minimize impact to native habitat areas. Water trail is interesting, with 
creation of an island to avoid impacting the existing levy area. New water access points by golf 
clubhouse and Hiawatha Community Center.  

• Recreational Opportunities: Community park, restroom, structured play area, more community 
amenities. Knoll viewpoint on the north edge, wildlife view tower, bridge observation points. 
Environmental play to foster education and enrichment of the site. Kayak/warming hut, log jam 
play area, discovery nodes and play, integrated environmental graphics and art. 

• Community & Equity. Existing clubhouse renovated for community use, event rental, catering 
kitchen. Existing parking lot stays much the same. Putting green relocated. Proposed golf 
clubhouse with pro shop, learning center with new technology, and restaurant or cafe. 
Connected to outdoor terrace with fire pits. Larger parking lot on south. Learning center with 
catering kitchen for school groups or classes. Outdoor terrace with small amphitheater. Native 
plant restoration on existing open space. 

 
Andy talked a little more about expanding the season of the clubhouse to include winter. Using Concept 2 
as an example, he indicated a four-to-five kilometer cross country ski trail which follows the golf cart path 
so it does not impact the greens or the tees. If snowmaking is considered, it provides a good way to run 
the infrastructure, having it be off the golf course and in an area that will not impact it further. Other 
winter opportunities include sledding, ice skating, cross country ski stadium which could be used for 
learning or other events like indoor golf, fat tire biking along Minnehaha Creek, an artificial ice climbing 
wall, and year-round fire pits. 
 
Jen provided a preliminary financial summary of capital cost ($4-8 per square foot), annual revenue 
estimate and annual operations and maintenance for the three concepts. It includes estimated 
construction, engineering and design and permitting costs for the 160-acre site. Working with MPRB staff 
as well as looking at comparable facility types in the area, the planning team considered the potential for 
revenue generation in some of the features (i.e., restaurants, golf simulators, meeting space rentals). The 
project is still at a very conceptual phase so they came up with ranges for each concept indicating low 
and high estimates. The revenue generated does not match annual operating costs, which is the case for 
most of the park system. Golf course and other revenue will stay in the enterprise fund, and any deficits 
are taken care of by state and regional park operations and maintenance funds. As with the concepts 
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themselves, this financial summary is preliminary and will become more concise as the project develops. 
For further details see the PPT.  

 
4. Feedback from CAC Members  

Andy asked CAC members to offer their first impressions, identifying which concept spoke to them the 
most and why, and what they would add. Following the meeting they could look further to see which of 
the concept components could be mixed and matched to come up with their ideal option. CAC members 
and members of the public were invited to complete the online survey by March 24. 

Teresa Engstrom: Upset that an 18-hole golf course option was not presented, and would like to see that 
option. On another committee on which she served, they spoke loudly about keeping green spaces for 
the neighborhood kids to play football, soccer, building snowmen and forts, and create their own games. 

Kathryn Kelly: Wanted to see an 18-hole concept. Felt it was disrespectful to present a 4-hole concept, 
which is not what the resolution required. As someone who lives on northwest side of the site, thought 
some of the golf holes were too close to homes and streets. With nearby homes already on pilings 
because of flooding, those concepts showing floodwater diversion scare her. 

Sean Connaughty: Likes the idea of minimal disruption and working with existing topography but the 
number of holes in Concept 1 are not suitable for golf. Would like to see combining of features from other 
concepts into Concept 1. Has concerns in all concepts about trail placement. Appreciates and likes the 
idea of setting aside key areas for habitat, but still sees trails going through some of those areas. A paved 
trail in Concept 3 would have a lot of fast-moving traffic and a lot of people coming through this critical 
habitat area. Would like to see certain areas protected with water and/or not have trails go through them. 
This area [golf course] has been protected, with a limited amount of traffic, but opening up parts of it to 
the public will increase the amount of people coming through. In terms of the vision, disappointed that 
wildlife was not included as previously discussed. 

Matt Hilgart: In all these plans most happy about the diversity of recreational experience, especially in 
Concept 1, regardless of the 9- or 18-hole golf comments made tonight. Appreciates diversity of water 
recreation experiences and winter experiences. Native restoration is important and should stay, as well 
as the art and historical context. Likes the reimagining of the golf facility to be something more than just 
a clubhouse, and several things proposed—theater experience, restaurant/bar/dog park—are more 
creative and really important.  

Joan Soholt: Wants to understand this from a water perspective because she lives around Nokomis and 
her neighborhood has been vastly affected by groundwater infiltration. Had a conversation with 
Professor John Nieber from the University of Minnesota, who did the flow study on the creek in 2012. 
There are 261 surface sewer outlets that flow into Minnehaha Creek, and there is not a full understanding 
of how much water comes from each of those outlets into the Creek and fills up what is the epicenter of 
the Creek, Lake Hiawatha. Believes it is unfair to the neighborhood that we’re asking Hiawatha and those 
in the lower part of the Minnehaha Creek Watershed to address the water issues of the upper watershed. 
Does not understand why our Park Board Commissioner is not advocating for that water, as the DNR did 
in the Prior Lake study who ceded that best management practices for communities upstream is that 
they deal with water storage where it is infiltrating. If that were to happen we would be looking at totally 
different plans because we would not be addressing water issues coming into Lake Hiawatha. Prof. 
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Nieber, along Joe Magner, Professor of Watershed Management at the University of Minnesota, are 
putting together a $20,000 proposal for a nine-month study of the effects of groundwater management 
with Nokomis as well as other parts of the Creek if passed by the Minnehaha Creek Watershed District. 
They are also looking at presenting to the Legislature for LCCMR [Legislative-Citizen Commission on 
Minnesota Resources] funds for a more thorough study to understand what is going on in the lower 
watershed (Nokomis, Hiawatha, the Creek) and the interaction of that water. That study would cost 
$500,000 to $1 million. Joan does not understand why we cannot get funding from a park that is looking 
at a $25 to $42 million structure being added and not doing a comprehensive study for $1 million. 
[applause] 

Craig Nichols: Originally liked Concept 3 because of the people passing through (walkers, golfers), 
something where the community can be together while enjoying the park. Noted that the path through 
the wooded area on the south/southwest currently exists. Believes the 4-hole course would be a tough 
go because it would be difficult to charge people to do that. Is not afraid of the change and can visualize 
some of the areas that would be pretty neat and he can see how people would come together to share 
and enjoy this together no matter what they like to do. Thinks the planning team did a great job. 

Chakra Sankaraiah: Agrees with Craig that the number of options given was fantastic, with so many really 
good things that could be done on this land. Likes Concept 2 because of the features around winter 
sports. Having a restaurant would help with the revenue aspects. Likes the golf facilities. 

Anne Painter: Knows that the planning team was aware that they were to present 9-hole golf course 
options but appreciates that they presented Concept 1 because it showed other ideas that the 
community had for how to use the space. Would like to see a disc golf course overlapped with green 
space. Regarding the idea of universal design, knows that we need a lot of paving but it seems like 
Minnesota is good at getting snow off of walking paths, and this would then deter snowshoeing and 
cross-country skiing in the winter if the paths were plowed. It would be nice to leave some paths 
unplowed. Would like to see section cuts to see the height of the buildings and topography. 

Roxanne Stuhr: In general, is most connected to Back to Nature (Concept 3). The park should be available 
for a variety of activities and opportunities to connect not just with the Lake but nature in general. Is 
concerned about the interface between the various activities. A friend who is a golfer doesn’t golf at 
Hiawatha because she says there are not enough trees to protect her from those who aren’t great golfers. 
Roxanne has seen golf balls outside of the course, so when thinking about activities near that and 
designing a golf course for a diversity of golf abilities, wonders how we mitigate the potential for golf ball 
injury. Is a huge proponent of getting people connected to nature, but is equally a proponent of giving 
nature back. She is concerned that she didn’t see passive areas for wildlife where people aren’t passing 
through. Being part of this process for the past three years, first as a citizen in the neighborhood and then 
as a CAC member, the reality is that a number of things are inviting them to look at change: water, nature 
of golf, nature of the community and how it is evolving, climate changes, all kinds of things. It is 
tremendous that we have gotten to this point, but there is a lot more work to be done. 

Tim Clemens: Will make more comments using the online survey. Concept 1 is not an option but it was 
good that they showed options that the community has spoken about. As far as specific ideas, likes the 
learning center for teaching canning and other types skills and to engage young children or people of any 
age. The ethnobotanical garden ties into the indigenous art that could be at the area, and also synergizes 
well with the learning center. If you had fruit trees or a garden you could tie that to canning or learning 
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about indigenous food systems. Native restoration spoke to him as well. North of the current clubhouse 
there have been some recent plantings of trees that are not native, i.e. the amber cork tree from Siberia. 
Finds that interesting considering that there are native options, i.e. Kentucky coffee tree or Eastern white 
pines (which could be inoculated to prevent the fungus that has recently attacked them), and non-native 
plantings are not necessary. Likes more uses for clubhouse area: fire pits which would make the area 
useful into autumn, an amphitheater which could be used for movie nights, and a restaurant like Sea Salt. 

Nathan Shepherd: Impressed by the quality of comments from CAC members. Likes Concept 3 the best, 
and likes that Concept 1 has a lot of options but doesn’t like the new parking particularly on the northeast 
side of the site closer to homes. Plays Top Golf but does not think it is appropriate for this site; a less 
intense option may be more appropriate. Placing a statue is not sufficient to honor the native past in the 
area. It would be more honoring of that history to incorporate ethnobotanical/medicine gardens. Likes 
the pickleball court, and noted that there are dozens of tennis courts nearby that are totally unused. 
Thinks incorporation of water on the golf course in Concept 2 would make it much more difficult for low-
score golfers to have a good time and for that reason prefers Concept 3. Likes the natural amphitheater 
and learning center in Concept 3, but it seems like it is very dense particularly with the bike crossing over 
Minnehaha Parkway. There is a lot of concentration and It seems like it adds too much use to that area. 
It would be nice to be able to play with the layers on the three concepts. 

Sean Keir: The one thing I liked in Concept 1 is that you paid attention to maintaining a practice facility 
and a learning facility for new golfers. What I see in Concepts 2 and 3, which are doing what the Board 
asked us to do, we lose that practice facility and space and that is a concern to me as someone who is 
directly involved with teaching how to play golf at Hiawatha. I know we talked about indoor facilities but 
for little kids you need chipping spaces, putting greens, open areas that kids can just hit a ball on. 
[Consultant Clarification: Those would be worked into Concepts 2 and 3; they just wouldn’t be as big as 
what is in Concept 1.] Sean would like to see that drawn out because losing that would hurt the Hiawatha 
community. He also hopes we take the opportunity to replant all of the trees (including a new variety of 
elms) that have been lost on the course in the past five years. 

Tara Olds: Planning team has done a fabulous job presenting a lot of ideas. It is hard to fit in everything 
that everyone wants, so suggested that each CAC member pick one individual thing out of each concept 
that they wanted to see included. Drawn to Concepts 2 and 3, trying to determine which one she would 
feel safer on so she is not hit by a golf ball while walking around on the paths but also does not want to 
hit someone else. Likes how everything is mixed, considerations for winter use, and different types of 
facilities. 

David Kaplan: Echoes what Nate said. There are a lot of good things in a lot of these. The only thing he 
would suggest pushing back on besides the location to homes is the double-decker driving range with 
lights. Anticipates a lot of pushback from the neighborhood and it is probably not going to happen. 

5. Next Steps and Commenting 

Another series of five focus sessions/open houses will be held at the Hiawatha Golf Course Club House. 
On March 18: Golf (6:00 pm), African American Golfers (6:45 pm), and Environment (7:30 pm). On 
March 19: Neighbors (6:00 pm), and Dakota and Indigenous Community (6:45 pm). 
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David mentioned that there will be an opportunity for people to comment via an online survey. Tyler said 
an email was sent out to those who have subscribed giving them a link to the concepts and providing an 
opportunity to provide feedback. 

6. Public Comment Period  

Senator Patricia Torres Ray: As the state senator representing many in this neighborhood, wanted to let 
the group know that she is greatly concerned about this project with respect to the lack of investment in 
understanding what is happening with the flow of water in this area. She appreciates the amount of time 
and effort invested in these meetings and in meetings in her office multiple times with CAC members 
and members of the community, who are teaching her about and keeping her aware of some of the 
problems. The Watershed District just published the spring hydrologic outlook for the area, predicting 
above normal chance of flooding which is very problematic. We are here talking about a project that may 
not take place and if it does it could be underwater, so we need to address that first. Senator Ray said this 
is an exercise that needs to take place, and she is responsible for figuring out what to do with the most 
fundamental structural property around the flow of water in this area. During the past few weeks she has 
been trying to figure out who is responsible for doing what when, which has been very difficult. We have 
involved the following who represent this district: County Commissioners, Park Board members, 
Watershed District members, Metropolitan Council members, City Council members, and the legislature, 
both the House and the Senate. Still we don’t have a good plan that can be presented. It is correct that 
less than $1 million is needed to figure out what it is that needs to be done in order to address the water 
problem. The question would be who are the hydrologists that the Park Board is consulting with, and 
what is the DNR decision with respect to this. Senator Ray has been reviewing the funding that has been 
provided through Legacy as well as DNR; Hennepin County and the Park Board have received money. 
Millions of dollars have been invested in this region. Senator Ray said she is not ready to approve funding 
for this project until we resolve this issue, because we could have a great plan in this district but we don’t 
have a plan to protect it from the water. She is also incredibly concerned about the 400 houses in this 
area that may be getting water in their basements this spring. She wants to resolve that issue first 
because that needs to be the priority for everyone. She reiterated that she has been talking to people 
who are golfers and want to preserve the golf course, and she also wants to address significant issues 
related to water. She is not ready to support the Park Board ruling or doing any changes in this area until 
we solve this problem. She said there will be a Senate hearing, probably at the end of March, where all of 
the jurisdictions will be asked to explain why it is that we cannot come up with a better, sound plan to 
talk about surface water and what we can do for water management in the area. She invited people who 
live in the area who are interested in attending or commenting to send her an email 
[sen.patricia.torres.ray@senate.mn] or call her at 612-296-4274. [applause] 

Thank you to CAC for volunteering, and to the people presenting tonight on some really great ideas and 
concepts for people to give feedback on. Talking about the winter and the opportunities that are there, 
the fire pits will not only bring us into fall but all through winter. Like the trailhead at Theodore Wirth golf 
course and Hyland in Bloomington, there are opportunities to keep this as a very vibrant, active 
community place all year round. Loves the idea about snow-making with the excess water and thinks 
there is a great way to leverage that. Right now at Hiawatha there is a lot of snow so we can see what a 
good, wide trail would look like for skiing, walking, fat tire biking. 
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Resident who has lived at 51st and Cedar since 1979 recalled a few years that he saw dredging on Lake 
Hiawatha and didn’t know at that time that water pumped into the lake there came back around. Has 
attended two previous meetings and wants to show appreciation for all of the people on CAC who have 
spent much more time than he has. Echoes thoughts expressed about this watershed district. Unless the 
Metropolitan Airports Commission and the Army Corps of Engineers are major players in this issue of the 
watershed district, we are barking up the wrong tree, putting the cart in front of the horse, throwing the 
golf course and all of the time and money put into the plans right into the bathwater. Water has its own 
mind. The MAC may have had something to do with underwater aquifers that have been compromised 
due to construction and renovations and may have had an impact on the watershed district. Is glad he is 
not on the north or northeast side of the site. He uses the golf course winter and summer as a golfer, 
cross-country skier and marathoner. As a long-time resident is totally against moving forward based on 
the fact that water will be our issue in the future. 

When this whole thing started someone said we were being brought together by a confluence of different 
reasons. Recalls sitting in front of the Park Board in 2017 when President Anita Tabb and Michael 
Schroeder were giving presentations. This all started about water, because of the 14 billion gallons of 
water that come down the creek to Lake Hiawatha, and 263 million gallons was deemed too much to 
pump out of the golf course. From this perspective what he is looking for is engineering answers to that 
problem because some concepts were presented but none of them really answered the question of will 
water still be intruding on this area. All we have done with some of these concepts is make Lake Hiawatha 
into a bigger lake. Not to be disrespectful of anybody who wants to do multiple things with pieces of land, 
but there is a regional park three and a half blocks away so let’s not fool ourselves into thinking that we 
don’t have those things, or space for those things, already. Answer the questions and do the right thing 
before putting any more money into this. Your time is valuable. You could be doing a lot of other things. 
Talk to the Park Board and make sure before you do this whole thing that you fix the problem. [applause] 

Thank you to Senator Ray for coming here tonight. Wants to know how much money has been spent to 
this point in planning, how much time Park Board employees have spent, to get to this point where we 
are talking about spending $30 million to lose $400,000 a year. My guess is the way the government 
usually works, if they say $400,000 it will be $1.4 million. Why would we want to take on an investment 
of $50 million to set up a loss when the golf course pretty much breaks even? Somebody is not telling the 
truth here. 

Thanks to the CAC and engineering firm for putting all the work into this. One of the things that didn’t 
get talked about but may be implicit in things is the pollution mitigation system. One of the things I think 
everybody has a right to is clean water, clean lake, clean place to swim, and we don’t have that now. That 
is part of what is driving this. There are water management issues as well, but we have a very polluted 
lake and this is a chance to fix that and move in the right direction. [applause] 

None of these plans are going to address pollution in the Lake because it’s all coming down the Creek. 
[Several voices disagreed.] Seventy-five percent from the Creek, 25% from the north as runoff from the 
streets. The trash and pollution that is coming through all of those outlets that Joan talked about are 
runoff from all the upstream cities—Hopkins, St. Louis Park, Edina—flowing into the Creek. None of 
these plans address that. Pollution will still come into the Lake as it has before. 

Lives a couple of houses down from the clubhouse. A lot of the plans offer multiple use things, and a lot 
of neighbors on Longfellow Avenue are worried that this will lead to some massive structure, like a two-
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story building. Looking to the east that will block his view of the Hiawatha Community Center and the 
Nokomis Community Center. Potentially there is the ability to include a lot of those amenities in those 
two existing buildings. There is a great children’s park next to Hiawatha Community Center, and a lot of 
this could be done in an area outside the park. As the Senator said we’re putting the cart before the horse 
and still are not mitigating the water problem. 

Stephanie Musich, MPRB Commissioner: Represents the Fifth District in which this park is situated. This 
is not the only planning process happening right now in the district. MPRB is also working on 
comprehensive plans for the entire Minnehaha Creek in conjunction with the Watershed District. There 
are draft concepts for that as well, and they are available on that project page of the website. If your 
concerns are about water, ecology, access and use beyond just this phase that is another opportunity for 
you to engage with the Park Board and help us understand what your needs, desires and wants are. 
Thanked everyone for coming and sharing their comments. It is incredibly important to the Park Board 
that we hear from the public about what people think about the comprehensive plans to make sure that 
we get to a place of consensus and present something that can be well supported by the broader 
community. [applause] 

[?]: Did the Park Board ever look at or were you ever directed to consider an 18-hole course? 

Kari: You can see how tight the water footprint was just with nine holes. Eighteen holes would not have 
fit.  

Jen: We did look at an 18-hole compact approach but keeping the footprint of the water that reflected 
the pumping alternatives, there wasn’t the space or ability to configure even a compact 18-hole footprint.  

Kari: All you have to do is look at the water and how it encroaches on even nine holes. 

Craig: About the golf course architecture part, a lot of people brought up safety, like getting hit by golf 
balls. I assume that was part of the plan. I would also submit there will be things onsite about playing the 
proper tees. 

Kari: With how I designed the course you won’t even need signs. I changed hitting angles, and safety can 
be effected by lowering tees and having a berm and other structures. Safety is not an issue. 

[?]: You talked a little bit about the indigenous people, and you briefly touched on the African American 
history but you didn’t say what you would do to acknowledge that. 

Tyler: That is something we want to explore more on how we can best do that. We want to hear about 
that from people tonight, as well as at the focus sessions on March 18 and 19. We do not know what 
people want, including the Dakota community. 

[?]: Harry Davis gave a pretty good presentation in February that gave us some direction. 

Roxanne: Want to make a quick comment. Recently went to the Cuba movie at the Minnesota Science 
Museum, and they talked about the coral reefs. Prior to the early 1990s the coral reefs were dying. In the 
early 1990s the political scene in Cuba changed, and it changed how land managers and farmers were 
working with the land on the entire island. As a result the coral reefs are coming back to health, they are 
not dying. That may sound like some remote comment to make, but the reality is that nature is quite 
powerful. We need to partner with nature. I have been at these meetings for three years and over and 
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over again I hear, it’s all coming from up here, or its down. We’re all in this together. We all have a role in 
how the water is moving, where it’s going, and we can’t mitigate every effect of climate change, but we 
need to acknowledge it and work with it. It is the whole thing. All of Cuba changed how they managed 
the land and then the coral reefs came back. I have not said we don’t need a study. I have to say it out 
loud: the finger-pointing that goes on, particularly toward the end of the meeting, is growing tiresome 
for me. I support the study. I believe in the power of water and understanding what is going on, the power 
of knowing before you come up with a plan.  

Craig: Someone mentioned something about memorials. Is there a plan to do something with the 
memorials that are already on that golf course? 

Tyler: We have policies on how they might be moved or respected in a way that is appropriate. 

7. Adjourn 

David Kaplan adjourned the meeting at 8:18 pm. 
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Side Discussion During Presentation 

During the presentation on Concept 2 about the golf course, a question was asked about how the flood 
storage capacity would be maintained. Jen explained that they are able to balance the storage and create 
some additional storage. It is also important to think about timing of flows through the Creek, so they 
have done some preliminary modeling with the City of Minneapolis, looking at some of their flood 
storage plans. The model that FEMA has used to establish the flood elevations assumes that the water 
was actually at this elevation and really did not account for any of the storage below. The following 
discussion ensued. 

Joan: When you say you’re talking to the City of Minneapolis about assisting them with their flood 
storage, are you saying that the intent for this area is for the City to have flood storage, or have water 
storage? 

Jen: No. We evaluated a situation where the conditions were like this and we looked at flooding along 
the entire Creek as well as in this area. It demonstrated that there wasn’t an increase in the flood 
elevation, that it has to do with the movement of water through the system and the timing of which the 
peaks come through. There was no increase in the flood elevation. 

Joan: Right. I’m just hearing you say that you’re assisting the City in flood storage, and I’m just trying to 
understand what you meant by that statement. 

Jen: We were helping them evaluate their flooding conditions and their watershed, and we knew that this 
may be an option and so we looked at how that impacted things. So preliminary modeling suggests that 
it should not increase the flood elevation. 

Teresa: I don’t understand the part about if there’s more water the  re how the capacity is the same. 

Jen: The intent is that, again there are a couple of different things in play in design and when we develop 
grading and all the details of that you’re able to either create new storage and elevations about this that 
are still above the area, and there’s also a lot of analysis and modeling that will be done to demonstrate… 

Teresa: At our next meting can you present that in a more clear fashion? 

David: As I understand it, so imagine that the water that’s there that will come in when they flood the 
area, whether that’s water or land that’s an elevation, and so when it floods the storage capacity of the 
land that FEMA requires is just how much more above that it can go. So even if there’s water below that 
elevation, whether it’s water or land it doesn’t matter to FEMA. It’s how much higher can the water get. 

Teresa: It won’t hold this volume-wise. 

Tyler: The volume needs to stay the same. You can’t take away volume. FEMA will not allow that. 

Jen: That will be worked through. 

Kathryn: Just a practical matter with this, I think we’re talking about all of these different elevations, just 
from seeing it flood three times in my lifetime, regardless of whether you’re looking at the FEMA 
elevation which it sounds like is the lake level versus the way it is now, I’ve seen it flood and it’s almost 
gone into my Mom’s front yard in all three of those times. So regardless of what all these numbers are 
we know that if we get an inundation like that the next time, and there’s already water on the property 
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that’s [inaudible] dry, you’ve lost flood capacity, so when that water goes on it’s going to spread out 
further. I just want to make sure that’s taken [inaudible]. 

Sean C.: Remember when the Watershed District, and Barr created a series of studies that showed the 
ten-year flood with the berm in place and the ten-year flood with the berm broken, remember all that? 
Wasn’t that about, didn’t that show that with the berm broken that the impact of the flooding was less 
than the impact of flooding that would occur with the berm in place? 

Kathryn: The modeling was not done at the club level. From everything I saw they did not [inaudible] the 
club level. 

Tyler: Going forward from here I think we can put together some type of information for you to better 
explain this. I know it’s been a sticking point and we want to make sure that everything is clear before we 
start making decisions. We do need to get going… 

Craig: I have one question. So the light blue area, that’s like if it rains a lot or something that’s where the 
water would spread out to. Is it possible to maybe see this map with areas outside the park that show 
something like that given these scenarios? Is that something we could see next time? Or are those areas 
just not going to get water? 

Jen: The flood plain is actually a much bigger footprint than anything that you’re seeing here. But the 
City does have mapping. You can also look at a FEMA flood map and it will show any areas outside the 
park as well that are inundated. 

Andy: That could be presented with the preferred alternative… 

Craig: And in that scenario, would that be different than, maybe show that scenario as currently and one 
something like this would be done, if there’s a difference. Maybe that’s what [inaudible] concerned 
about. 

Jen: What I’m saying is we did do modeling as part of the flooding up in the northern part, and there was 
no change in the elevation for the FEMA flood elevation with [inaudible]. So what we’re saying is that 
through the design process we should be able to, that was the flood storage and not increase the flood 
elevation as part of this design. 

Tyler: Our goal here is to not flood homes. We’re not making it worse than what it is now. 

Teresa: I just would like a better demonstration than her sitting there telling me that. 

Kathryn: [inaudible] across the street and water is now crossing the street. 

 


